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interests of the several nations involved, current negotiations for an
international agreement on a new law of the sea and the seabed to
regulate conditionsin the oceansof the world, concerna wide range of
issuesand problemsthat cannot be couchedin narrow technical-juridical
terms.
The present volume comprisesa ser,iesof articles on important aspects
of the many-facetedproblemøtiqueof the present day new territories.
The articles are a product of a researchprogram at the Fridtjof Nansen
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New Problems-Old Solutions
GUNNAR SI(AGESTAD & KIM TRAAVIK

'

The verdict in 1938 by the Permanent International Court of Justice in the so-called
'Eastern Greenland Case' brought to the fore the dilemma of adapting the traditional
sovereignty concept to the novel political/legal problems characterizing the 'new territories'. With the opening up of other 'new territories' for exploration and subsequent
exploitation, this dilemma has grown ever more acute in recent years.
This chapter highlights some general regulation problems in 'new territories', gives
a description of attempts made to solve sucb problems in the past, and identifies the
key elementsin the varjous'solution models' (notably the Svalbaid ireaty, the Antarctic
Tr-eaty and the Continental Shelf Convent-ion). These elements are described and
analyied comparatively, with a certain emphasis on the somewhat divergent preconditions p-{evalåntin thå-thr-e-gseparate eyrriplgg. In the final section, the åuthois proceed to ?iscuss the applicability of the old solution models to the present and emerging
regulation problems in the new teritories.

I. INTRODUCTION
L Neu Territories øs Nean TensionFielcts in International Politics
The 'new territories'l are typical rnarginal
regions, in respect of geography, as well
as in respectof politics (international law).
An irnportant feature of the development
of such regions has been the formation of
nezøtension-Iines and neu tensi,on-patterns.
New regions which used to be (and which,
in some cases,still are) 'no-man's land'
in the political and legal sense,have been
openedup for systematicexploration and
to some extent also for exploitation. The
involvement of individual states displays
considerable differences in kind and intensity, e.g. with regard to motives and
aspirations, and, not least significantly,
with regard to their practical exploitative
means - their capøbility. These circumconstanceshave resulted in i,nterno,ti,o,nal
flicts of interests which to a varying extent have come to characterize the development in the various 'new territories'.
This is a development that entails an increased conflict potential, in the relations
between individual nations, as well as between national and international interests
and objectives.
There are two aspects of the 'newterritories issue'which we shall deal with
here:

(1) That new activity in new regions
creates new types of problems, requiring
neu types of solutionsP and
(2) that the development threatens to
alter tlre status quo ante in an unfavorable
direction, i.e. in the direction of greater
insecurity, something which calls for measures to be taken to pteserve the status quo
in areas where this is considered desirable (e.9. with regard to environmental
protection, demilitarization, etc.).
From these two aspects of the 'new
territgries issue', one would also expect to
find tuo corresponding aspects in the
solu,tion-modelsswhich might possibly be
applied in tackling the problems of the
'new territories':a
(l\ Innoaati,on, i.e. the invention of
novel, viable forms of solutions, adapted
to the concrete requirements present in a
given 'new territory'; and
(2) Conseruation, i.e. the preservation
of (parts of) the situation already present
(status quo ante), so as to impede or prevent a development in an undesired direction.
2. The Historical Background
As regards the "facfors that affect the new
territories, international lau is rather deficient. This, however, does not preclude
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the transference,modification, or further
development of the principles of international law with an eye to thesefactors.s
The community of international law is
based, inter aliø, on the principle of
sovereignty
sovereignty.s Traditionally,
applies to a geographically delimited territory, and consistsin that right which an
independentstatehas within its own territ6ry. This right includes, e.9., the jurisdiction of the state, and its monopoly on
the legitimate use of physical force within
the territory concerned.
In a historical perspective,sovereigntyis
almost inextricably linked to the nationstate. The acquisition of sovereignty has
come about in various ways, by violent,
as well as by non-violent, means.Through
the international common law t"hat was
gradually established,elfecti,ve occupation
became the principal criterion of sovereignty, as well as the requirement which
had to be fulfilied for the acquisition of
sovereignty to count as an accomplished
fact. This held true whether the territory
in question, prior to the acquisition of
sovereignty,was considered no-man's land
- tena nullius - or whether it had previously been subject to the sovereignty of
another state.
As we have defined the concept 'new
territory', this coincides in part with the
traditional category terra nulli.us - i.e. noman'sland which, under certain conditions
(ultimately effective occupation), could be
made the subject of national acquisition
of sovereignty- but in certain respects
the new territories differ essentially from
those of the category terra rrulli.us, A
prominent feature of the situation in the
new territories is the combination of an
ambiguous status uis-å-ais international
law, and a recently established resourcepolitical attractiveness to a potentially
very large number of agents. As a historical analogy close to hand, we recall the
race for colonies on the African continent
in the 19th and early 20th centuri'es,but
the comparisonis slightly strained. Contrary to the new territories, Africa had
an indigenous population, and could be

made the subject of effective occupation
(with certain modifications) on the part
of the colonial powers. This latter is essential. The new territories are of such a
nature that effective occupation, in the
traditional sense, is not possible. The
question therefore arises as to whether
these types of region really can be made
the subject of national acquisition of sovereignty. If one answers, 'Yes', it is at the
sametime clear that one must undertakea
reappraisal and redefinition of the traditional criteria of sovereignty. This is what
actually happened in the case concerning
the legal statusof East Greenland in 1933,
when the Permanent International Court
of Justice in the Hague recognizedDenmark's sovereigntyon the basisof a somervhat watered-down interpretation of the
requirement of international law for effective occupation:7
It is impossibleto read the recordsof the
decisions
in casesas to territorialsovereignty without observingthat in many casesthe
tribunalhasbeensatisfiedwith very little in
the way of actual exerciseof sovereignty
rights, providedthat the other state could
not makeout a superiorclaim.This is particularly true in the caseof claimsto sovereignty over areasin thinly populatedor
unsettledcountrigs.
Even though the verdict in the East
Greenland case was an important precedent also in historical perspective, it
did not solve the political and legal
problem of regulation which occupiessuch
a central place in the new territories
question. It seemsto be generally recognized that this problem of regulation cannot be. solved within the framework of
that systemof establishednation-stateson
whic! interrl4tional law has so far been
based. The s'olution does not lie in ever
more comprehensive (itt principle unlimited) extensionsof national sovereignty. In this corin€ction, the attention of
politicians and of scholarsof international
law has to someextent been drawn toward
the teira tommuni,s alternative; i.e. the
idea thåt tertain rbgions are 'the common
heritage of mankind', in a picturesque
phrase.

Neat Problems - Old Solutiotts

In recent years thesequestionshave become pressing through the development
rvithin the sea- and seabed-problemarea
that has taken place since the Geneva
Conventions on the law of the sea in
1958.8The rather dramatic development
of man's technological capacity - and
hence his capacity for the exploitation of
resources- with regard to the sea/seabedregions,has entailed an ever more widely
recognizedneed for the.creation of a new
legal order in the regions not dominated
by any political authority, and that lack,
therefore, the law and order that is neces*
sary for a regulated and defensible exploitation of resources.
II. TI-IE NEED FOR REGULATION:
WHAT AREAS?
l. Rcsearch,/Exttloration
In the case of thd nerv territories special
circumstancesare brought into play that
create special needs for regulatory measureswith regard to research/exploration.
Two factors will be emphasizedhere:
(1) The circumstancethat, within the
new territories, several states ('national
agents') are frequently found engaged in
scientific activity within the same area,
partly in mutual rivalry. Research will
thereby, frorn the very start, be 'politicized'. In addition, a situation will arise
which carries the risk of a (economicalll'
or politically motivated) scientific rtr.slz,
sornething which in its turn carries the
seedsof international conflict. This notwithstanding the fact that scientific exploration, consideredas a subject area, is
really an at least relatively uncontroversial
enterprise.e
(2) The circumstancethat the tasks of
researchin the new territories - inter alia,
becausethese regions are still relatively
unexplored - are so comprehensiue, and
the practical scientific work in these
regions- due to the geographicand climatic nature of the regions- is so costly anå
dift'icult, raises demands for greater efforts towards an effective solution of the
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researchtasks than one is able to muster
within the limits dictated by the more or
less limited resourcesof individual states.
For thespreasons,it may be expedient to
opt for international cooperation.An indication of this is found in the formulation, in the Antarctic Treaty, of one of
the objectivesof the scientific cooperation
stipulated in the treaty: '. . . to permit
maximum economy and efficiency of operations'.10
2. EconomiclExtractiaeActiaity
The actual and potential findings of exploitable resourcesin the new territories
carry the obvious risk of an international
resource-race,something which may promote conflict with regard to the relations
betwcen states and, hence, have unfortunate security-political consequences.ll
The prevention of such eventualitiesentails in itself a need for regulation.
There will also arise, however, certain
needs for regulation with a more direct
linkage to such economic/extractiveactivity. The practical exploitation of natural
resourceswhich are not found within the
dominion of any individual state requircs
a rninimal degree of law and order. The
exploration and exploitation of such resources- the so-called'extra-national' resources- nbcessitatea heavy investment
of capital, personnel,and equipment.An
enterprise, whether private or public,
which makes such an inirestment,has a
legitimate claim to a certain assuranceof
a return on its investrnent.On the national level, this is securedparily through
franchisesand the protection of property
rights, and partly through patent and
copyright legislation which protects
against 'piracy' and parasitism on the
efforts of other people. Unless such protection is also given in the exploitation of
the new territories, one will not obtain
the efforts necessaryfor exploitation of
the resourcesthere.lz
The problem-situation and the needs
for regulationmentionedhere, are today
particularly relevant in connectionwith
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the economic/extractive aspects of the
sea/seabed-question.
The need will also arise for a systemof
rules which can protect other and wider
interests in connection with this subjectarea. Partly, it will be a questionof special
security- and standardization-rulesfor the
execution of operations;partly, it will be
.a questionof general rules for the protection of interests other than those directly
involved in the operations.This leads us
directly on to the questionof the need for
eco-control.
3. Eco-Control
As regards the need for eco-control- i.e.
endeavors aimed at preventing, impeding,
or reducing undesirable ecological disturbances- there are certain special circumstanceswhich come into play in the
new territories.
In the first place, these regions are
'virgin territory' also in the sense that
their natural environment is relatively intact. This generalizationdoes not, indeed,
hold to the same degree in all the new
territories; while, e.g., pollution in the
polar regions is quite insignificant, the
high seasare exposedto a pollution which,
notably in the case of ceriain oceanic
regions,is sometimescharacterizedas disturbing. It is clear, nonetheless,that, as
comparedto the permanently settled parts
of the world where all sorts of ecological
disturbancesform, for better'or for worse,
an integrated element of the human condition, the new territories appear en bloc
as rather uncontaminated.
In the secondplace, certain of the new
territories - specifically the polar regions
- are so constituted that their ecological
balance is particularly labile and easy to
upset.13
Not the least important, the increasing
economic/ extractive activity entails an
acknowledgedrisk of increasing ecological disturbancesin the still relativel'y.intact
natural environment which, on the whole,
is found in the nerv territories. The question of the need for eco-control arises,
then, from trvo different types of premises:

(1) The desire to protect the 'intact
natural environment' per se, as scientific
laboratories, natural museums, or recreational resorts in their original state of
innocence, stamped, as it were, tuntouched by human hand'; and
(2) the desire to prevent ecologicaldisturbances in the new territories in so far
as such factors might have negative consequencesfor the environment of life in
the rest of the world.
Paragraph (2), in particular, may in the
present context be worthy of certain attention. The crucial point here is the
global approach: That the 'new' and
the 'old' territories constitute an environmental whole, with essential reciprocal,
mutual intemelations.laOne cannot, therefore, remain indifferent to possibleradical
changes in the environment of the new
territories.
In addition to the fact that the new
territories, by definition, lie outside the
jurisdiction of national states,it is clear
that the very problem-types involved in
the question of eco-control are of such a
nature that they transcend the territorial
and jurisdictional state borders.lsPrimarily, therefore, -eeo-controlling endeavors
in the new territories seemto presentthemselvesas a natural object of international
cooperation. Those needs for regulation
which are present in this area, therefore
appear strongly as needs for organized
international cooperationas well.
4. Soverei,gnty- ønd Jurisdi.ction-Status
In a diicussionof the need for regulation
with rei;ard to the new territories, the
regulqtion ol,s,oaerei.gnty-and jurisdictionstatu,s'stands'outas a subject-areaof a
particularly fundannental kind. This may
already have aipeared indirectly from
the definition of iiew territories. We may
further note.that:
(1)-The fegulation of sovereignty- and
jurisdictio{r-status is something which affects fundamental relations, such as indeed
the legal and political statusof the regions
which we are here concernedwith: and

Neu Problens- Old Solutions
(2) the legal and political status of the
regions is of crucial importance for the
pos-sibleregulation that might take place
within other subject-areasin these regions.
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5. Militaryl Security-PoliticøI Actiaity
The new territories are, ex hypothesi, nonmilitarized regions. With the rapid military-technological developmeat of our
time, this conception, however, must be
considerablymodified: The high seas,the
seabed, and the no-man's land parts of
the Arctic are exploited in the advanced.
strategy of the super-powers,for logistical and communicationpurposes,as well
as for training purposes,and as (potential)
military deployment zones.17
From the point of view that any expansion of the conflict zonesof the world
(e.g. in the form of an arms race in preViously non-militarized regions, o,r in
politically unregulated regions) is in principle undesirable, the need for regulation
in respect of military/secunity-political
activity in new territories seems to be
obvious enough. With regard to territories
which no state has as yet begun to utilize in
its security-political planning or its military strategy, a natural desideratum is the
conseraation of the exi.sting si,tuation (cf.
introduction), e.g. by the establishment of
demilitarized zones.Examples of this type
of situation, where just this type of regu-

III. SOLUTION-VARIANTS
In the preceding, we have presentedthe
main features of the syndrome connected
with the new territories, with special
emphasis on those needs f or regulat'i.on
which are found within this syndrome.
Although one may discern here between
the respectiveneeds for regulation within
several different subject-areas,nonetheless all of theseneedsare, to a greater or
lesserextent, connectedwith the need for
regulation of the political and legal status
of the respectiveregions.Initially, in somewhat abstract and general terms, we
touched upon the question of which soløti,on-models might possibly be applied to
the task of tackling the problems of the
new territories. In what follows, we shall
discuss more concretely certain variants
of such models.
l. The Saalbard Trøøty
The Svalbard.Treaty of g February i32A
served several objectives.The main one
may be summarizedas follows: To regulate
the political and legal statusof the archi-
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pelago, in order thereby to regulate the
economic activity taking place there. Before the treaty came about, the archipelago was consideredno-man's land, (terra
nullius). With the increasein multinational activity (i... especially coal-mining)
that was undertaken in Svalbard after the
turn of the century, the anarchic conditions grew ever more untenable, and the
need for a normalization of the conditions
grew ever more urgent. The Svalbard
question u'as discussedin connectionwith
the Versailles Conference in the fall of
i919, and the discussionsresulted in an
international agreement - the Svalbard
Treaty. This treaty gave Norway sovereignty over the region; the exercise of
sovereignty, however, rvas made conditional upon certain rather narrow terms.
The rnain principles of the treaty are demilitarization and neutralization of the
region, and furthermore, free accessfor,
and equal treatment of, the treaty parties
and their subjects, with regard to engagernentin economicactivity in Svalbard.
As a rnodel for the regulation of sovereignty and jurisdiction status, the Svalbard Treaty displays a number of interesting traits, of which three, in particular,
rvill be emphasizedas essential:10

corded the 'full and absolutesovereignty'
over the region.
(3) The national sovereignty ('the full
and absolute sovereignty') is made conditional on essential restrictions on the
exercise of sovereignty, and on positive
obligationsplaced upon the state to which
soveieignty is accorded (i.e. Norway).
These restrictions and obligations are
partly of a security-political character,
and partly aimed at safeguarding the
interests in the region of other nations
and their citizens.
The characterof security-politicalzonearrangementfound in the Svalbard Treaty
displays certain features of interest on
matters of principle:

(l) The arrangement concerns an exactly delimited geographic region - a
'zone' comprising all islands between l0
and 35"E and 74 and 81"N.
(2) The amangement entails complete
demilitarization and neutralization of the
region concerned(Art. 9).
(3) The arrangement entails that responsibility for maintaining the securitypolitical status of the region is placed on
one nation.
(a) The arr'angement has no formal
element of inspection.On the other hand,
(l) Relations of sovereignty are not the parties have a generalright to free and
establishedby the unilateral actions of a unobstructedaccessto and occupancyin
single state or by the bilateral agreement the region. This 'right of presence'gives
between two states, but ag the result of the parties the possibility of individually
cooperationand agreementamong a num- ascertaining that the security*political
ber of states. This multilaterality is not, statusof the region is not changed,and it
however, based on any principle of uni- thereby compensatesfor the lacking right
versality, but concernsan exclusiaegroup of iqspection.2o
of stateswhich, due to particular regional
interests and/or positions of power, asAlso subject-areaslike researchexplorasumed authority over and responsibility tionn and edo-control2s
are to someextent
for the regulation of sovereigntyand jurisregulated bf the Svalbard Treaty. In the
diction relations in the given region.
context of the treaty, these subject-areas,
(2) Relations of sovereignty are estab- however,are relatively peripheral,and the
lished according to the principle of. na- regulatory . meai -tres are not particularly
tional, territorial souereignty; a principle far-reachilg..
which entails that the concept of .soverTåe'Svalbard Treaty is an example of
eignty is regarded as indivisible, and regulation of sovereignty- and jurisdicrooted in the nation-state.One state - viz. tion-status through international negotiain this particular case, Norway - is ac- tions, and it is thereby, to someextent; to
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be regarded as an international-cooperation solu,tioz(by contrast to possiblesolution of the relevant regulation questions
through unilateral national action or
through international conflict). When
such a solution fell natural, this was a
consequenceof the historical situation
and the prevailing political premises,of
which the following circumstancesshould
be emphasizedin particular:z8

constituted committee was appointed in
1957, with the abbreviated designation
SCAR (Scientific Committee on Antarctic
Research).This committeehas sinceplayed
a continuing and important part with regard to international scientific cooperation (and, in a wider sense,the political
development) in this part of the world.
The Antarctic Treaty was concluded between the same states that cooperated
during IGY (and in SCAR) to secure the
1i; fne economic activity in Svalbard paliticøl conditions for this scientific cohad comeunder way before the sovereignoperation.
ty-status had been clarified, and a numAmong the subject-areas regulated by
ber of countries were actively involved in the Antarctic
Treaty, matters concerning
the development in Svalbard.
the international scientific cooperation
(2) No single nation had an incontest- naturally occupy
a central position. The
able basis for unilateral occupationof the treaty furthermore prescribes,
inter alia,
archipelago.
demilitarization of the entire continent,
(3) Security-political reasons advised
atomic test ban, etc. The treaty also gave
against a solution on a unilateral, national a certain
- albeit limited - clarification
basis: Several great powers attached stra- and regulation
of the problems which had
tegic importance tq the archipelago, while arisen with
regard to the jurisdictional reat the same time not one of them had lations on this
continent(or more precisely,
sufficient predominancein the region to in the region
defined as all land, islands,
act on its own.
and permanent ice-formations south of
2. The Antarctic Treaty

The chief objectiveof the Antarctic Treaty
of 1 December 1959 was to secure continued and undisturbed scientific exploration of the Antarctic, and international
cooperation for this purpose.2aThe background for this was the large-scale international scientific cooperation-program
which was launched in the International
Geophysical Year (abbr. IGY, 1957-58).
In connectionwith IGY, the participating
states had made considerableinvestments
in research activity (expeditions, bases,
material, etc.). It was early clear that full
utilization of these efforts would require
scientific activity beyond the brief IGYperiod. It was likewise clear that continued
practical scienfific cooperation was considered desirable by all the parties concerned. To preside over the practical
aspectof this cooperation- i.e. primarily
to coordinate the respective national research projects of the individual countries
- a scientifically sponsored,internationally

6o's).

As a model for the regulation of new
territories, the Antarctic Treaty shows
certain features which must be regarded
as essential for this particular solution
alternative, and which will therefore be
emphasized:
(1) The treaty is not based on any
principle of universality, but includes an
exclusive group of states which, due to
particular regional interests and/or positions of power, assumed authority over
and responsibility for the regulation of the
current problems in the given region. (The
treaty, it is true, is open to ratification by
all states which are members of the UN.
Ratifying states, however, may not participate in the stipulated consultations on
an equal footing with the original signatories, unless they, too, have proved their
interest by actively carrying out enterprises in the Antaictic.)26
(2) The most,prominent feature of this
solution-modelis its character as a 'non-
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ic exploitation, it still provides (and still
by contrast to the Svalbard Treaty) an
'apparatus' which makes it possible to
tackle such problems via international
cooperation.
Eco-control is another area where the
consultation arrangement and the recommendation system of the Antarctic Treaty
give the parties the opportunity of coordinated action, but in this area there is a
mor6 direct mandate in so far as Art. IX
obliges the parties to consult on and recommend to their governments '. . . measures regarding' inter alia, 'preservation
and conservation of living resources in
Autarctica', etc.
The Antarctic Treaty is an example in the context of new territories - of a
solution-model based on international negotiations, and giving a central role to
international cooperation. One was faced
with a unique situation, where a number
of historical and 'political circumstances
pointed in the direction of a unique solution. The treaty has both conservatiae
(such as non-militarization, as well as a
'freeze' on sovereignty disputes) and innoaøtiue (such as the establishment of an
apparatus for political consultations and
cooperation) elements.The treaty gave a
dualistic solution, in so far as it united the
national claims with the demands for internationalization, and it gave a minimum
solution, in so far as it represented the
point of intersection (coincidence) of the
somewhat divergent interests and premises
of the various national agents. By contrast to the Svalbard Treaty, the Antarctic
Treaty gives an incomplete, unfinished
framework of rules, and the expression
'solution-model' would be apt to mislead,
were it taken to imply a complete political
regulation of the status of the new territory concerned. The 'solution' of the
Antarctic Treaty lies in its combination of,
on the one hand, the recipe it gives for a
practical and constructive international
cooperation and, on the other hand, the
recipe for a certain (at least temporary)
neutralization of such politically charged
factors (especially with regard to the sov-
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ereignty- and jurisdiction-syndrome) as
might obstruct the international cooperation.
3. The Shelf Convdntion
In connection with the Geneva Conference
on the international law of the sea,in 1958,
a convention was adopted for regulating
the jurisdictional relations on the continental shelf.$l
It has been a common definition of the
continental shelf that it comprises the
part of the seabedoff the coast which does
not lie deeper than 200 meters below the
surface of the sea. Since the shelf can be
regarded as a natural extension of the
littoral state,it seemedreasonableto hold
that the sovereign rights of the coast state
also must include the continental shelf.
Before 1958, however, this was not part
of international common law; although
more than 30 states maintained certain
claims, the continental shelf in general,
like the deep-seabed,had to be considered
no-man's land. The Shelf Convention of
1958, however, confirmed the sovereign
rights of the coaststate over the continental
shelf off its coast.
As a solution-model in the context of
new territories, the Shelf Convention is
distinguished by the following three very
simple principal characteristics:
(l) The solution is a result of international action (namely, the cooperationgeared negotiations which issued in the
convention), based on the principle of
univ ersaI par ti ci,pati,on.
(2) The convention prescribed a national soluti,on; - the jurisdictional relations
were regulated on the basis of the traditional principle of national, territorial
sovereignty.
(3) By defining the national continental
shelves (see below), the convention laid
down the principle of. demarcation between parts of the seabed subject to national sovereignty, and those parts that
are not (and which are thus to be regarded
as what we hqre understand by the term
'new territories').
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We wish to maintain that paragraph
(3), above, is the most interesting innoaalius elementof the convention.At the same
time, precisely at this point lies the greatest weakness of the convention, because
this demarcation was carried out from
premises which were partly vague and
partly faulty. (Cf. Art. I of the Sheif
Convention).
The so-called exploitation-criterion has
resulted in a notably labile situation.
Since sovereignty of the coast state is in
practice limited only by the factor of
maritime technology, the borders for the
various shelf-dominions are pushed ever
further out from the shore, in time with
the rapid technical development. The
Shelf Convention, therefore, no longer
gives a satisfactorysolution to the practical problemsconnectedwith seabedrights.
The problem with regard to the rights of
sovereignty over the seabedhas gradually
grown ever more acute, and, since 1967,
has been discussedby a special Seabed
Committee in the UN. Here one has succeeded in achieving a certain agreement
on the following principles:32

IV. THE APPLICABILITY OF THE
SOLUTIONS
The three selectedsolutionvariantsthat

have been treated in the preceding must
all be considered in the context of the
concrete situations in which they were
framed, and of the concreteproblemswith
which one sought to cope. These circumstances are not identical, and the three
models are - as would be expected- coriditioned by time, place, and subjectmatter. From our point of view, one important common feature is that all three
solution-models,to a considerable(albeit
varying) extent, concern and exhibit central aspectsof the general new-territories
problem. If we look specifically at the
solution aspect,we shall find marked differencesbetweenthe three models:
The Svalbard Treaty gives a final solution; it is z'static' model in so far as the
status of the region, the respective rights
and obligations of the parties, etc., are
purported to be finally decided in and by
the signing of the treaty.
Tlre Antarctic Treaty gives no final
solution; it is a 'dynantic' model by virtue
(l) A definite lower lirnit for the rights of the possibilitiesit gives for innovation
of coastal states over the seabed (conti- and further development; a development,
however, which ii dependent on the abilnental shelf, etc.) must be established.
(2) Underwater regions outside this ity and willingness of the parties to exploit these possibilities through active
limit should be given the status of joint
international coop erati,on.
international territory.
The Shelf Conztentiongives a final but
(3) The internationalizedregions should
be placed under the juriidiction of the incomplete solution; it is a 'static' model
UN, and the UN itself or a special agency in so far as it lacks the apparatus for
should regulate exploration and exploita- cooperation,problem-solving,and possible
innovation found in the Antarctic Treaty;
tion of the international seabed.
(a) The UN should be empowered to nor does it, like the Svalbard Treaty, give
grant franchises for the exploration and any complete solution of actual and poexploitation of the international parts of tential needs for regulation. The still unthe seabed to individual states and/or regulated status of the deep-seabed,and
private groups, and to demand fees for the inadequate demarcation between the
latter and the. riational shelf-regions,acsuch franchises.
tualize the need for a new, supplementary
A final solution to the current problems convention.
As regatds present and future needs for
of regulation will be sought achieved
regula,tion.with regard to sea/seabedand
in connection with the planned UN-conference on the international law of the the Arctii, one should however - from the
preceding model-analysis - be able to
sea,88
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extrapolate certain principles which may
have application.
One must presumably acknowledge that
the new territories are so far different in respect of both regional peculiarities,
problem-types,and the political premises
involved - that it is hardly possible to
sketch a general 'new-territories model'
that might presumablymeet the most essential needs for regulation in an arbitrarily given new territory. It seems evident, nonetheless, that there are certain
general elementswhich must be present in
possible solution-modelsintended for the
sea/seabed
and the Arctic.
(l) International partici,pation.A possible solution must come, not as the result
of unilateral national actions, but, as the
result of the concerted action of several
states (cooperation-geared negotiations).
Whether this international participation
should be universat (open to all states) or
exclusive(e.g. regionally limited) is a subordinate, even if very important, question,
which should be answered on the basis of
the concrete situations.
(2) The problern of demarcation.A chief
element in a solution-model must be to
implement a satisfactory demarcation between, on the one hand, indisputably national territories and, on the other hand,
regions which do nat have this status. The
latter category (which, in practice, correspondsroughly to what we understand by
'new territories') will encompassregions
with a recognizedstatusas no-man's land,
as well as more disputed regions where
certain, restricted forms of national sovereignty may possibly be debated (cf. paragraph (4), below).
(3) Balancing of national and international interests. To establish a new legal
order in the no-man's land is a matter of
obvious international interest. In its widest
ramifications, this may mean an international regime over the deep-seabed,the
open seas, and the high Arctic. On the
other hand, the individual states - some
more than others- have more or lessclear
and legitimate intereststo protect in larger
8 - Cooperation md Co!fllct 1974:.2|5
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or smaller parts of the regionsin question.
A balancing of interests is therefore necessary.
(4) Differenti.øtioq. zøith regard. to soaerei,gnty ønd jurisd,iction. A convenient
balancing of interests (between national
and international interests) necessitatesa
greater differerrtiation af the forms of
sovereigntyand jurisdiction than has traditionally been the case. The eventuality
of an 'international regime' in itself entails such a differentiation in relation to
the traditional concept of sovereignty. A
solution-model,however, must also leave
room for intermed,iate tan'iants, such as,
e.g'. 'zones' where the national authorities
are granted certain restricted rights of
sovereignty, combined with special international obligations.
The object of the preceding paragraphs
is not to propose any cut-and-dried allpurpose solution, but roughly to indicate
certain elementsseemingindispensableto
an arrangement striving toward a serious
solution to the general regulation problems
which arise with regard to the sea/seabed
issue and the Arctic. Without here taking
issueon the proposals,which in later years
have appeared from various political
quarters, we shall note that the need for
a differentiation of the traditional concepts of sovereignty and jurisdiction seems
to be something of a leitrnotif . As a concrete example concerning the seabed,we
may note the American proposal to give
the 'continental slope' (i.e. the slope from
the continental shelf down toward the
deep-seabed)
a political/legal intermediate
status, between the national continental
shelves and the deep-seabed, which is
proposed to be completely internationalized. As regards the high seas, there is a
parallel example in the proposal (which,
inter alia, has received the preliminary
support of Norway) which is expected to
be taken up at the scheduledconferenceon
the law of the sea concerning an 'economic zone' of 200 nautical miles, where the
coaststatesare given,certainjurisdictional
and regulatory rights, though not full
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rights of sovereignty.$a
In the caseof the principles in a set of rules, which may find
Arctic, scholarshave proposed an arrange- application in areas other than that particular
area, the regulation of which was the original
ment entailing a division of the region objective of the said set of rules.
a A solution model for the 'new territories'
into several 'zones' with varying degrees
should
thus have - in the terms of the current
connational
of internåtionalization and
popular-political vernacular - a'radical' as
trol, respectively.
well as a 'conservative'element,
There may also be room for various
E Cf. in this context Bjarne Solheim,'Å utalternative solutions in the case of those vikle folkeretten', Aftenposten,22 July 1969.
0 It is referred to the so-called tenitorial
regions concerning which there might be
soaerei.gnty
or 'dominium', as distinguished
consensus,in principle, that they should
from the so-called political soaereignty or
be made the subject of full internationali*
'imperium'; the latter conceptreferring to the
zation. One solution might possibly be, e.g. authority which a state wields over its subregardless of territorial movements.
the establishment of a special body under jects,
7
in,
the UN for purposes of presiding over interQuoted and discussed more closely
alia, Oscar Svarlien, 'The Legal Status
the administration and regulation of the of the Arctic', Proceed,ingsof the American
relevant types of activity in the region(s) Society of Internøti.onal Laa, 52nd Annual
concerned.Another could be the establish- Meeting, Washington, D.C.,24-26 April 1958,
p. l4l; Gerard J. Mangone, The Elements of
ment of one or several 'territory-pos- Internati,onal
Laa, Dorsey Press,1963,p. 106;
sessing international organizations'.
and Trygve Krogdahl,'Folkerettslige spørsmål
As an important aspect of the general vedrørende suverenitetsspørsmåli Antarktis',
Internasjonal Politihk, 1968, No. 8, p. 278.
new-teritories question, we noted initially
8 Cf. esp. Kim Traavik, 'The Conquering
that new activity in new regions creates of Inner
Space. Resourcesand Conflicts on
new problem-types requiring neat types the Sea Bed', in this volume; and Kim Traavik,
of soluti,ons.This seems,a fortiorå, to have Et nytt territori,utn åpnes. En stud.ie øv forhandlingene om konti.nmtalsokkelhonaensj oøen
consequencesfor traditional international
1958(study AA:H006), The Fridtjof Nanlaw. For instance, the needs for regula- au
pp. 193-202.
sen Foundationat Polhøgd,a,1973,
0 Cf. Gunnar Skagestad, Ui.tenskapelig uttion with which one is faced in the case
of the new territories entail tbat the con- f orskning sorn internasj onalt samarbeidsobj ekt
cept of souereignty is in the process of i polarområdene (study AA:S/I), typed manuThe Fridtjof Nansen Foundation at
altering its content in certain respectsand script,
Polhøgda, 1973.
10 The Antarctic Treaty, Article III.
in certain contexts. It seeursevident that
11 Cf.
the actual and potential forms of solutions
Jens Evensen, Muli.gheter og rettigpå haabunnen,Elingaard, Oslo 1970.
heter
which we have discussedin the preceding
12This particular topic has already been
presuppose a more flexible concept of
dealt with ln Truls Hanevold, Gunnar Skagesovereignty than that with which one stad and Finn Sollie, 'Ektra-nasionale rikdommer - Hvem skal kontrollere havbunnen,
has previously ordinarily operated.
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aliø, Ih,e introductory article, and Finn Sollie,
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in this volume.
2 For a brief presentation and discussion of
various such types of solutions, cf. Gunnar
Skagestad,'Spørsmålet om regulering av ressursutnyttelsei'nye
territoiier':'Løsningsalternativer og muli gheter', Mineru a's Raart al sskrift,1972 Nos. 3/4, pp. 225-231.
I In our context. the term 'solution model'
is used as referring to the basic provirions and
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ls Cf. Kim' Traavili and Willy Østreng,
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14 lbid.
15 lbid.
10 For a more comprehensivediscussionof
this topic, cf. Gunnaf Skasestad,Sømarbeidsforrner': Aktuelle mod.ellei for polområdene
(study AA:P116), The Fridtjof Nansen Foundation at Polhøsda. 1972, esp. pp. 27-28.
1?Cf. Tønne- Huitfeldt, åStålegic Uncertainty in tle Arctic?' in this volume.
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